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EDITOR'S NOTE

This bibliography contains annotations of reports, -reviews, aid
other documents on.computeraseisted instruction indexed and available
througir-the ERIC (Educational Redonrces Information Center) system'.
This paper cowers 1973-Hay 1976 and serves as an update to an earlier
paper published by the ERIC Clearinghouse at Stanford, THE_BESTOP-EWIC:
RECENT TRENDS IN COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTIONAED-076 025) by Richard
Clark (1973, 15pp.). -..---

D cueents-with ED numbers listed in this publication may be ordered
from ERIC according to the price chart at the conlusion of this paper.'

Readers who know of reports on computer-assisted instruction that
are not now indexed and available through ERIC are encouraged to submit
them to the ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources. For compl te
information on submitting materials to ERIC, write, Director of
Acquisitions, ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources, SCRDT,
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305,

Ms. Marian Beard, who those and compiled the: annotations and !rote
the introduction for this paper, is with the Institute for Mathematical-
Studies In the Social Sciences at Stanford University.
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INTRODUCTION.

The goal of this review 'is to present a reasonably brief, yet
reasonably thorough; vie' of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) as,
reflected by -documents \entered into ERIC (Educational.Reeoerces
Information Center) from 1973 through May 1976. Presumably, computers
will eventually play a more important direct role in schools, at least
throughout the United States, than do textbooks and other educational
tools and technologies today. Such tools as audiovisual media,
_mechanical teaching devices, and self-instructional programmed texts
have not yet been used for all they are'worti. The range and depth of

,their applications and abilities to motivate and involve students have
certainly not yet'been exploited to the fullest.

Roeever; the potential of CAI as an educational teChnOlogy extends
beyond these other tools and media, if only because it is inherently
interactive... CAI consists of'a dialogue between a student and a
program, ranging from_simple exchanges in rigid formats to natural
language conversations carried out in almost Rhuman English. No other,
teaching tool or environient, with the obvious and essential exception
of a one-to-one student-teacher interaction, could possibly provide the
same richness of information, response analysis, individualized
treatnent, or hands-on practice as is possible in the best current CAI
'programs.

Still, CA/ is very much in its youth. One topic not covered in
this review is the development of hardware (notably small, powerful
computers and relatively inexpensive display terminals) which will
probably contribute much to the growth of CAI as an effective and
affordable educational resource: Iet even if the physical computer
systems themselves had reached their limits of compactness,' versatility,
and economy, their application in education would still be the subject
of scientific investigation and comparative evaluation for many years.
The reason is fairly simple: We do not yet know how people learn, so we
cannot yet teach people as well as we would like.,

At present, CAI comes in many flavors and combinations.
Withost attempting to syitematically define the continuum- of computer
uses in instruction, simulation, computer-managed instruction, tutorial
work, and so on, we-might mention the'most=of ten-ueed applications of
CAI. Perhaps the_most well-established is the drill-and-practice type-
of program,/ eepecially in elementary mathematics, which has been a sound
success in school districts all over the country, and is now available
in commercial curriculum Packages. Another familiar use of CAI 'is in
college-level classes (frequently, but not exclusively, in science or
mathematics), where computer-based modules provide review,- additional
practice or "enrichment', work, and direct experience with simulated
processes, or methods iktbe subject area. Another applicatiOn is at the
level of he individual classroom (elementary and secondary), where the
interested teacher plans and constructs "computer lessonsw or games for
his Or her students. . ?et another' use is the extremely sophisticated,
usually la ge, cowputer.programs on which state-of-the-art research is
based. No t of the other use's of CAI are adaptations of previously
developed roqrams-or applications of-research results. Each of these
areas, except the commercially available curricula, is represented in
thisxeview, although the emphases vary.

A note about the selection of abstracts from-the vast supply listed
in ERIC: An effort was made to include only those articles that are
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up -to -date, those that seem to summarize.accomplishmenta-rather.than
report work in progress, and those that ,describe aspects of CAI of'interest to a wide audience of readers.

Section One (CA/ in Geheral) covers najor issues of interest, suchas learner control, appropriate amounts and 'kinds of reinforcement,attitude change, evaluation of CAI, costs and other implementationfactors. Articles appearing here were selected to provide an overallanswer to the question "What is CAI, anyway?"

. Section Two (Specific Applications and Cases) gives an idea of therange of programs that have been developed in the past few years.Interested readers shOuld notexpect to ,find programs that fit all the.requirements of their curl-hid:situations. The Variety of CII.now isuse,ilowever,.should at least stimulate thought hndfurther
developments. Articles were selected because they desctibe applicationsof CA/ to real-life situations. 'They illustrate subject matter thatlendsitself.to CAI and the range of ways CAI can. Be used in the "realworld." Articles describing experimental projects; unmanageable
implementations (in terms of cost or computer resources), or exotic'Subject areas are not included, since they, seem to ibe less useful to ageneral audience than the numerous "working CAI" projects in, operationaround the country.

1

Section Three-(PLATO and TICCIT) presents a fraction of theliterature describing these two long-term, federally-supported efforts.These systems deserve a section of their own in this review largelybecause they were the objects of massive NSF funding aimed atdemonstrating the effectiveness of CAI on a large scale. Their successis still being evaluated, but one outcome is clear: These two verydifferent conceptions and implementations have' not' defined the "best"methods of CAI. Rather; their different achievements have helped toexpand the necessary areas of investigation, as they have demonstratedthe-breadth Of the possibilities. This section includes almost all theabstracts from PLATO and TICCIT currently available from ERIC.
Interested readers probably should correspond directly with the listedauthors for more extensive literature.

Section Four (Research via CA/) gives a slightly different view ofthe kinds of investigations being carried out. The projects and systemsmentioned here all represent aspects of the in-depth research that CAIfacilitates. Many projects deal with individualization and optimizationOf instruction (i,e., research.in CAI itself), while others are.concerned with research in pitticular subject areas, and use CII as themedium in which experimentation is conducted: Some of these systemsborrow from and/or contribute'to the field of artificial intelligence,an area that will probably beco.e more important to the development notonly Of CII but of other. computer applications as well (e.g., mediCal
diagnosis). :Criteria for selection in-this section inclided theexpected impact of the reported research on the development of CII andthe degree to which the research illustrates the variety ofexperimentation and evaluation being done.1 This section is.sinilar toSection Two in that it describes current activity in the field of CAT.The difference is. that the applications in Section Two are typicallycost-effective, reliable progransin daily use; the research work inSection Four is much more sophisticated and powerful, but much moreexpensive and.developmental.. Within ten yearS or so, projects describedin this section will probably 'appear in the "Applications" section of areview like this one.

Finally, Section Five covers descriptions of other CA/ work such as

6
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applications in,teacker training, development of author languages to
make CAI more accessible to non-programmers,-and district-wide -
_experienCe.with the implementation of-CAI.

Some-ereas_ate-tibt tovered explicitly in this review. Hardware-
.

developmentsiereitentiOned above: Other topics excluded from the paper
are coapter7generated'testiO, computer simulations, computer -managed
instruction (CHI), and research that demonstrates the effeCtiveness.of
CAI as conpared to traditional teaching methods. Testing, simulation, .

and CHI are important instructional uses of computers, and their absence
here is almost entirely due to space limitations and the wealth of
information on more "pure" CO. Is to specific demonstrations of
usefulness& it seems clear at this time that CAI has-vast potential as
an effective. teaching and research tool, and the case studies serve)
mainly to reinforce this fact.LThe queStion is no-longer, "CAN
computers be used to deliver instruction?" but rather "HOW should
computer programs be designed to provide the most effective instruction
for each student?" A variety of answers to this-question can be.
expected in the next edition of -this review.

SECTION 1: CAI IN GENERAL

0

Anastasio, Ernest J.; and Judith S. Horgan. FACTORS INHIBITING THE USE.
OF COMPWTERS IN INSTRUCTION. Bethesda, Maryland: Interuniversity
Communications Council, 1972. 130pp. ED 069 219.

In the direbt application of compters to the instructional
process, obstacles still exist between promise and
fulfillment. This study seeks to identify those obstacles and
to suggest means for overcoming thea. The Delphi Technique
was used to.obtain and analyze the judgment of educational
practitionerS, theoreticians, hardware and software
specialists, and evaluators on (a) major impedimhits. to wider
use of computers in instruction, and (b) actions that might \,

increase acceptance and use of computer-based instructional
materials;

Baker, Justine C. THE COMPUTER IN THE SCHOOL. FASTBACK 10. 58.
Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, 1975.
42pp. Available from Phi Delta Kappa, Eighth and Union, Box 789,

1 Bloomington, Indiana 47401 ($.50), ED 107 222.

This document describes the history and development of
computers generally and of computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
specifically. Included is information on several CAI systems
currently in operation including (1) Programed Logic for ,
Automatic Teaching OperPions (PLATO), (2) Time Shared
Interactive Computer - Controlled Information Television
(TICCIT), (3) the LOGO programing language for mathematics
instruction, and (4) Program for Learning in Accordance with
Needs (PLAN). Comments are also provided on current
capabilities and future directions of both administrative data
processing and CAI in American schools.

Blum, Ronald. CONDUIT: AN EXPERIMENT IN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER USAGE AND
PROGRAM EXCHANGE. Durham, North Carolina: Duke University, CONDUIT,
1972. 37i),p. ED 066 916.



CONDUIT is a consortium of five regional computer networks,
and is designed to (1) establish a center for il4formation
collection and dissemination concerning computer-related
curriculum materials; and 42)to identify and evaluate factors
governing ease of ovesent of computer-related curriculum
materials from one school to asother. The information
clearinghouse goal of CONDUIT will rely on a data hose built
from Entry Documentation Foras.for each curriculum ites.
Testing will begin with workshops in seven different
disciplines conducted by, the regional networks, but the major
testing will be conducted independently by the Human Resources
Research Organitation.

Bork, Alfred. GEORGE LEONARD'S VIEW OF THE COMPUTER IN EDUCATION.
Irvine, California: University of California, Irvine, Physics Computer
Development Project, 1974. 9pp. ED 102 946.

Relatively few individuals have attempted to view the future
of computers in education, and those who have done so often
tend to focus too much upon present capabilities rather than
thinking about the changes that new technology_ will introduce.
George Leonard's. book "Education and tcstacy" provides an'
interesting picture of what schools. in the year 2001 will be
like. He suggests that through eitended computer technology
students will be motivated to learn all basic information,
including calculus, between the ages of'three and °ten. .

Children are depicted as linked directly to the computer
through headphones that pick up the child's brain signals and
indicate to the computer whether the child is comprehending
the lesson.' The implications of Leonard's book are worthy of
senious consideration despite the resistance that
co:muter-assisted instruction may face.

U

Bukoski, William J., and Arthur L..Korotkin. COMPUTING ACTIVITIES IN
SECONDARY EPUCAT/ON. FINAL REPORT. WashingtOn, D.C. Institutes for
Research In the Behavioral Sciences, 19'5. 177pp. ED 112 935.

As a followup to' a 1969 study, called Project CASE, a survey
was initiated to determine to what extent computers are used
in secondary public schools, and to discern to what extent
computers affect the quality of education. Some 5,580
randomly selected schools were questioned. For the period
1970-1975, some major findings were: (1) the use-of computers
is expanding; (2) schools tend to use computers for both
instruction and adsinistration; (3) computer-assisted
instruction is being used more but it continues to be employed
predominantly in the instruction of computer science and
mathematics; (4) with regard to, administration, the,computer
is most frequently used for student accounting and resource
managenent; and (5) BASIC has become the predominant language.

Bunderscn, C. Victor. THE TICCIT PROJECT: DESIGN STRATEGY FOR
EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION. ICUE TECIO/CAL REPORT NO. 4. Provo, Utah:
Brigham Young University, Institute for Computes: Uses in Education',
1973, 12pp., ED 096 996.

The educational contributions\and courseware design strategies

8
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which have evolved at Brigham Young University in the coarse
of developing_T/CCIT (Time-sharing Interactive
Computer-Contiolled Information Television) are given. The
Mitre Corporation and the University of Texas CA/ Laboratory
also cooperated in this project, ihich is an advanced version
of computer-assisted instruction.. Specified in this report
are some parameters of the TICCIT course vane system and the
design strategy, learner control, and mastery techniques used
by the developers. The role of students, teachers, and their
educators are outlined in the context of the instructional
needs in mathematics and English at community colleges.

a
)

- Fitzgerald, William P. A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PROJECT PLANNING AND
COST` ANALYSIS IN COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University of Michigan, School of Dentistry. Paper presented at the.
Association for the. Development of Computer-Based Instructional Systems
Annual Meeting, Cap Rouge, Quebec, August 7-9, 1973. 13pp. ED 083 821.

Computer-assisted instruction (CAA) has become sufficiently
,widespread to require attention to the relationships. between
its costs, administration, and benefits. Despite difficulties
in instituting them, quantifiable cost-effectiveness analyses
offer several advantages. They allow educators to specify
with precision anticipated instructional loads, to conduct'
valid long-range planning, to set criteria and goals against
which instructional delivery can be measured, and to develop
common bases for comparison of instructional alternatives.

Fletcher, J. D. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN EDUCATION AND TRAINING:
STATUS AND TRENDS. 'San Diego, California: Navy Personnel Research and
Developeent Center, 1975. .63pp-, ED 108 681.

This report provides information on new computer-based
training developments that may have implications for the Navy.
Although projects in the military services are emphasized,
major developments in the civilian sector also are reviewed.
The range of activities emphasizes the use of computers for
teaching and includes a wide variety of computer aids to
instruction. It is organized under five major topic headings:
(1) military activities, 12) civilian activities, (3) systems
developments, (4) current issues in instructional design, and
(5) state-ofthe-art and Navy training needs.

Hall, Keith A. CURRICULAR AND COMPUTER MTN!, COMPATIBILITY OF CAI
PROGRAMS FOR MULTI-UNIVERSITY USE. University Park, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania, State University, Computer-Assisted Instruction tab; 1973.
Paper presented at the 'DOM! Fall Conference, Princeton, New-Jersey,
October 1973. 22pp. Available from: "Facts and Futures: What's
Happening Nov in Computing for Higher-Education," Proceedings of the
Pall 1973 EDUCOM Conferences, EDUCOM, P. O. Box 364, Princeton, New
Jersey, 08540 (s9.00.). ED 093 322. .

A brief introduction to developmental efforts in
computer-assisted instruction CAI) at Pennsylvania State
University is"followed by a description of a program of mobile
CAI facilirties inaugurated in 1970 as part. of the inservice
continuing 'education program for teachers. The papei includes
brief descriptions of the graduate level courses included in

9
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the system, the actual physicallfaciliti s used for, the mobile
prOject, and the implementatioe schedule. Finally there is a
bort section on curricular coepatibility and another on
ystems compatibility or convertibility.

Hickey, Albert E. RESEARCH. GUIDELINESTOR COMPUTER4ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION. 1974. . 770p. Availablle front Albert E. Hickey
Associates, 42 Pleasant Street, Newburypert, Massachusetts 01950
(S10.00). I 1

1

.

1

)r.epared for the Defense Advinced'IResearch Projects Agency
ORPA), this report contains 59 recomsendations for research . .

and development in support of competer-assisted instruction
(CAI) . The guidelines were derived from interviews with '14
'leading education researshers. They cover the following
'learning and instruction variables: (1) learning outcomes;
(2) subject-matter hierarchies; (3) instructional strategies
land decision rules; (4) individual difference variables,
!including aptitude; (5) locus of control; (6) the
Istudent/computer interfae; (7) response analysis; and (8) .

I

1ifeedbacktotfiestudent.
1

L ttlrell, R. F. THE ECONOHICSIOF COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION. Paper
p Tented at the Association fbr Educaltioa Data Systems Annual
Contention, New Orleans, Louisiana, April 16-19, 1973. 2Opp. ED 087
418 i

f

Computer-assisted instruction ACAI) has not Peen'
cost-effective, despite its instructional effectiveness. This
financial failure can be attributed to_many factors,
including: oversell of CA/ capapilities, poorly authored
content, expensive and unreliable hardware, an educational
bureaucracy resistant to innovation, and the decentralized
nature of American educatieu which works agaiiat the
widespread implementation ef CAI systems. Edu ators can
achieve a high level of awareness of Ci/os com exity, and
thereby promote its success if they assess Deed and establish
priorities for CAI use; commit resources to CAIson a=llong-term
basis; release faculty forlprogra planning and development;
review the impact of CAI on other aspects of. the school
system; provide the necessary facilities to house the system;
offer school-wide orientation programs; and use liteam

1

approach in implementing CAI.

HINOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMI-INNUAL MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL1SYSTEHS (ILDCIS). UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN, AUGUST 7-9, 1973. 41pi. Eb 0861202.

k

Abstracts of 23 papers given at the conference deal with the
\educational uses of computers, iscluding: (1) information
networking, (2) computersalsged\test item banks. (3) learner
\controlled instruction and courseware, (4) computer-assisted

-- instruction (CAI) systemS such as Coursevriter III .and PLATO,
(5) CAI programs in different con ent areas, (6) CAI
authortng, (7)'cost-effeCtivenes \and cost analysis of CAI,
(8) computer graphics, and (9) einicumputers.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1975 CONFERENCE ON COMPUTERS IN THE UNDERGRADUATE
'CURRICULA, OUC/6, TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY, FO T WORTH,TEXAS,-JUNE
16-11, 075: 1975. - 305pp. Available from: Ted SjoerdsmU, Treasurer,
CCUC, 124B Lindquist Center for Measurement, Iowa City, IoXa $2242
($10.00, Checks payable to the University of

,

1

With computer science specifically excluded as an area of
intereSt, the papers reproduced here fall under the following

4, t 1

headiugs: humanities, business, physics, Computerized test
coistruction, sathematics science, compute -managed

I
instrUction and computer-assisted instruct on, and chemistry.
The papers report on specific materials, p oblems, programs,
an? Seasures of success or acComplishmenti

, - ,
i

Sullivan, Daniel John. CONFUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION FOR MiNAGEMEET AID'
BUSINESS ftiDY: A LOOK TO THE FUTURE. Raster's Thetis. George
VashingtoniUniversity, 1975. 125pp. ED 114 093.

Business and managemen study programs are making increasing
but Still limited use of computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
as an instructional tocil. The cost of course development and
design for business and

\

management instruction is high, but
declinling hardwarecostt\ and increasing use lower per student
hourc'osts. CAI is now used primarily for drill and practice

/ in mathematics, word usage, and technical skills. Only
/ rededtly has it been used\in complex situatio's involving

educatAon and business theory., 1 survey of schools of
business administration and management reveal that such
prograas'now use CAI for about 5 percent of instrudtion. They
are,expacted to\increase their use in the next ten years to
about 20 percent.

1 , tr

, i I ,

Taylor, Sandra, and others. T'HE EFFECTIVENESS OP CA/. Paper presented
at the Minna Convention of tbe-Associatioa for Educational Data
Systems, Nem York, *ay 1974. ,116pp.\ ED 092 074.

.

\

This pa er reviews th empirical research that has beaidone
witbconputer-assist d instruction (CAI) in order to evaluate
its effectiveness. CAI is divided into four basic ades:
drill and practic , problem solving, tutorial, and simulation.
Each .ode is def ned, and relevant research is discussed.
Briefly, the c clusions were that V CAI can te an effective
instruct onal tool, that students generally learn moreorapidly
with CAI th.1 with traditional methods, that CAI is nore
effeCtiv or low ability students, than for middle and high
abilitt/students, and that both students and teachers are
highl e

7

thusiastic towards CAI as a means of instruction.

1 ,
.

S F THECOMFUTER IN TEACHING AND LEARNING. Geneva, Switzerland:
ternatitl Federation for Information Pfocessing, 1974. 25pp.

Available *110. 4AFIPS'Headquarters, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, New

!

Jersey. 0764N (1.50).
.

1

\ .

This book et was written to answer some basic questions about
the uSe f the computer in education. Benefits of using

to. 4 elop a computer-literate Society ere discussed alongi
coppute jto .improve instruction, to provideLlearner,control,
and t
with the prtential the computer provides fot cost saving. in

, 1

H 1

.c 1 11 i
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alternative learning environmats. Several approaches to the
development of instructional material are suggested, followed
by approaches which might be used to facilitate acceptance of
computers. Key per:,-.nnel roles in the use of the computer in
education,are outlined. A net of important considerations in
the acquisition process for a computer are given, and the
booklet conclefas with a comment on the prospedts for
international cooperation in computer-based education systems.

Visich, Marian, Jr., and Ludwig Braun. "THE USE OT COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
IN NIGH SCHOOL CURRICULA. Stony-Brook, New York: State University of
New York, Huntington Computer Project, 1974. 36pp. ED 089 740.

The Huntington Computer Project has developed 17 simulation
games which can be used fcr instructional purposes in high
schools. These gameS were designed to run on digital
computers and to deal with bi:;logy, physics, or social
studies. The Digital Equipient Corporation disseminated
teacher manuals, resource manuals, and student manuals to over
6'00. teachers and 25,000 students in 400 secondary schools
during the 1972-73 school year. Evalution of the games led to
the conclusion that they sade a significant contribution to
learning. This was particularly true in situations where
students were denied direct experience with the phenomena
being studied because of students' jnexperience,with
experimental techniques, the lack of laboratory equipment or
time, difficulty or danger in obtaining adequate examples, and
the impossibility" of controlling extraneous variables in real
life.

Zender, Bryce F., ed. COMPUTERS AND EDUCATION IN THE SOVIET UNION.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Educational Technology Publications,
1975. 145pp. Adapted from "The Applicatiowof the Computer in Soviet
Education," edited by A. I. Berg. Available from: educational
Technology Publications, 140 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
($12.95).

Recent decades IL the Soviet Onion have witnessed a prolific
growth of technology. The school system has been under
pressure to become more systematic: and to supply more,
qualified candidate to meet the'itemand of industry.- Computer
technology has'been introduced in order to facilitate more
.detailed attention t educational objectives. Individualized
programed instructio has been developed, and the mystem is
designed to provide onstant and immediate feedback to the
student. The recent emphases of the development program have
been: (1) the use o electronic computers for. controlling the
instructional proces ; (2) analysis of methods and algorithms
for optimal instruct on; (3) means of input and output for the
computer, during inst uction; (4) construction of an adaptive
training system; and (5) the 'use of computers to administer
and organize the fu8 tioning of all levels of education.

0

Zinn, Karl L., ed., and others. COMPUTERS /N'THE INSTNUCTIONAL PROCESS;
REPORT Or AN INTERNATIONAL SCUCOL. Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of
Michigan, Center for Research nn Learning and Teaching, 1974. 650pp.
Available from: Project EXTEND Exchange Library, University of Michigan
(CRLT), 109 East Madison Street Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 08.00,



prepaid)..

A conference attended by 40 wstndents and 20 "teachers" was
held tc explore the state of the art in computer assisted
instruction. The school was held in a remote Italian resort`
but direct connections with computers in Italy and the United
States provided opportunities for demonstritioni of existing
CAI systems. Papers fell into three. broad Categories. The
first dealt with issues of CAI use in different educational
contexts and disciplinary areas. The second group considered
technical issues in the development, use, and-evaluation of
CAI. Included were papers on instructional software, learner
controlled CAI, mathematical models of learning and
performance, and the use of .CAI for dispersed populations.
The final group of papers described use of CAI at five
institutions including Coast Community College District in
California; Bari University in Italy, Stanford University,
University of California at Irvine, and the University of
Michigan. i.

Zinn, Karl L. FREE AND INEXPENSIVE MATERIALS ON COMPUTING
AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES. Ann Arbor, Michigan: University
Center for Research on Learning and Torching, 1974. 12pp.
from: University of Michgain CRLT EXTEND Exchange Library
Madison Street, Ann Arbor, Bichigan 48104. (free for' single
for eight copies or more).

0,

This; document is intemded fOr,individuils:And institutions
wishing to establish inexpensiVely a-libriry of reference

0
nateiials and periodicals on the,-use of computing in teaching
and learning activities. Three sections are included: (1)

- periodicals avialable free or by subscription of 2$8.00 or less
per year, (2) reference materials available for 510.00 or
less, and (3) summaries of ipportant projects in-the field of
instructional.uses of computing in colleges and universities.

IN TEACHING
of Michigan,
Available

, 109 East
copies, $1.00

`SECT/ON 2: SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS AND CASES

Bell, Frederick H. COMPUTER-RELATED LABORATORIES: 4114.-j,,
INTER-DISCIPLINARI APPROACH TO LEARNING. Paper presented'24t the
Association for the Development of Computer-Based InstruCtional Systems%,
Summer Conference, Portland, Maine, August.4-7, 1975. 7pp. "ED 111 426.

Thecomputer-centered, interdisciplinary learning environment
called-Solovorks-at-the University. of Pittehurgh is" described
and placed in the perspective of continuing curriculum change.
The organization 'of the hardware into coMputer lab, dynamics
lab, synthesis lab, modeling/simulatiok:labiend logical design
lab is explained. Teaching/learning innovations growing from
the project are summarized; steps toward developing a
secondary school curriculum are discussed. The project and
related developments are said to make possible and practical a
truly interdisciplinary and'imvOlutionary approach to formal
education.

Bork, Alfred. CURRENT STATUS OF vir PHYSICS COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT. Irvine, California: University of California at Irvine,

13
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Physics Computer Development Project, 1975. 23pp. ED 107 201.

With support from the National Science Foundation and the
University of California, the Physics Computer Development
Project have produced computer based material in a variety of
modes. The project has four major objectives: to explore and
produce examples of the effective use Of graphics in
computer-based teaching materials;, to explore authoring modes;
to introduce dialogs and other standard computer approaches
into standard undergraduate environments; and to seek .a
compatible software strategy. Future projects include-an
organized Research Unit in Educational Technology and a single
time-sharing computer for science teaching on all eight
undergraduate campuses of the University of California.

Castleberry, Sam 47.4 and others. THE IMPACT OF COMPUTERS ON
UNDERGRADUATE CHEMICAL EDUCATION. Austin, Texas: University of
Texas-Austin, Project C-BE, 1973. 19pp. ED 116 615.,

Attempting to define the optimal use of educational resources
for large numbers of students, .a research group at the
University of Texas at Austin has adopted a, systems approach
to curriculum development consisting of the following
components:- Content, teacher, student, machine, and media.
The first step is to define the objectives and tasks .of the
course in terms of related sets'of behavioral objeCtives.
Then, using information about teaching style, learning style,
and available resources, a complete ultiedia course can be
designed that is tailored to each student. In one Chemistry .

course, the technique was used to generate remedial modules to
assist the student having difficulties with exam questions.
Results indicate that computer-based techniques relieve the
burden on the instructor, and they have a positive effect on
student achievement and attitudes. -

Demb, Ada Barbarl: INSTRUCTIONAL USES OF COMPUTERS IN HIGHER EDUCATION:
A SURVEY OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN MASSACHUSETTS. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University, 1974. 14pp., Paper presented at the
EDUCOM Fall Conference, Toronto, Ontario, October 16-18, 1974.
Available from Proceedings of the EDUCOM Fall Conference, EDUCOM,
Rosedale Road, P. O. Box 364, Princeton,i Neu Jersey 08540 .(Estimated
price, $6.00 formemberoinstitutions, $12.00 for others). ED 097 028.

A survey of computer use was conducted in 1974 in a.small,
nonrandom sample of Massachusetts colleges and universities.
Allowing for inflation, but adjusting for the increase in
computer power'per dollar, it is clear that significantly more
compute power is being devoted to instruction--both Nwithu and
'flabout" the computer.' The percentage_of computer-using
courses teaching. "with" the computer is estimated to be about
70'to 7.5 percent of the total number of courses using
coeputers. In particular physical sciences, social sciences,
business, and mathematics-have increased their computer use.
The belt of the application is in drill and practice,
problem-solving; games, and simulations. By contrast, there
afe very few instances of tutorial or.iiquiry and retrieval
uses.
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Edgar, S. Michael. TEACHING STATISTICS, WHILES/M TINEOU SLY SAVING
TIME, CHALK, ETC... Arlington, Texas: Universi of Texas at
Arlington, Department of Business Administration; 1973. 9pp. Paper
presented at the. Conference on Computers in te Undergraduate Curricula,
Claremont, California, dune 18-20, 1973. ED 079 993..

The interactive computer terminal pr ides an opportunity to
teach statistics innovatively. A/C:pater-assisted
instructional (CAI) program helps students by taking over the
burden of computation* The instructor introduces a
theoretical topic, describes it's use, works examples, and has
the students work a problem,/ioing the computation manually.
Additional problems are then worked on the computer. The
computer programs are written in .conversational style to
facilitate clear understanding. The program: (1) provides an
introduction on methodology; (2) asks for data and shows how
to enter them; (3) checks data accuracy and conducts
calculations; and (4) gives results. Students who use the CAI
program save time, achieve better overall understanding of
statistics, ,and learn to deal with statistical material from
other areas. Their manual computational skills, however, are
not well deyeloped.

Fielding, Gordon J., and Kennard V. Nuage, eds. COMPUTERIZED
INSTRUCTION IN UNDERGRADUAGE GEOGRAPHY. Washington, D.C.: Association
of American Geographers, 1972. 83pp. Availible from-Association of
Aterican Geographers, Commission on College Geography, Washington, D.C.
20009.,

,

Different approaches to using computer-assisted instruction
(CAI) in teaching geography are presented in -this Collection
of papers. The first paper overviews the use of computers in
undergraduate instruction. Next is a paper os a program at
the University of Iowa which was designed to introduce
students to some of the basic principles associated with 0

'spatial competition in location theory through sequentially
ordered games: Following this paper is a paesentation of a
unit developed at the University of Minnesota which reviews
heat and moisture balances and then appliesJthese principles
to man-environment interaction in East Africa. A third CAI
program, from the State University of New York, examines
aspects of,land use decision through a gaming situation. A
program designed primarily to develop the concept of relative
locational advantage with respect to port growth; and to
explore the structure of models and their application in
problem solving, is presented next. The final CAI piogram is
an exercise that explores concepts of distance and direction
in geography. Three abstracts of additional gdography-xelated
CAI units are also included.

Golub, Lester S. A COMPUTER ASSISTED LITERACY DIVELOPTENT PROGRAM FOR
CAREER ORIENTED YOUTHS AND ADULTS, AGES 14-24. PHIAL REPORT.%
University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University,
.Computer-Assisted'Instruction L ab,°1974. 66pp. ED 088 094..

The purpose of the project was to develop and validate a
computer-assisted literacy development (LITE) program for
career oriented youth, ages 14-24. The end product" consists
of adult diagnostic reading level tests, an occupational

15
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interest inventory, and instruction in literacy and
occupational information. The sunmative evaluation of the
program showed that students participating in the LITE program
made considerable gains in their literacy development and
outstanding gains in their knowledge of career information.
The attitude of students in the computer-assisted instruction
mode of the' program was significantly better: than the attitude
of students taking a programed text version of the program.

Hickok, Treacy A. COMPUTER.EDUCATION FOR DEAF. YOUNGSTERS: A MUTUAL'
EFFORT BY THE UNIVERSITY OF.CALIFORNIA AND THE CALIFORNIA SCHOOL FOR THE
DEAF IN BERKELEY. Berkeley, California:: University of California,
Berkeley, 975. 45pp. Paper presented at the Association for the
Development of Computer-Based Instruction Systems Summer Meeting;
Portland, Maine; August 4-7, 1975. ED 111 439.

The California School for the Deaf (CSD),condected a study to
familiarize-students and faculty with available progfams at
Lawrence Hall of Science and to see if the instruction and
teaching philosophy was adequate for students with impaired
shearing. The pilot student -was positive, so objectives were
formed to/Adapt current computer programs. Objectives
included:7' (1).improvement of .teacher attitude and ability
concerning the computer; (2) improvement of stndent attitude
and ability through training, and (3) an evaluation of the .
results of the year's project. The program was determined a
success since there was a significant increase in the use-of
the com uter by students and faculty at CSD.

.Hofstetter, red. T. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS. TO MUSIC AT THE OHIO-STATE

1
b UNIVERSITY: SOMMER:eA971 THROUGH WINTER, 1973.- Columbus, Ohio:- Ohio

$tate University,., School of Music, 1973. 12pp. Paper presented at the
. International Conference'on Computers in the Humanities, linneepollS, !

Minnesota,JOly 22, T973. EDAM 511.

An analytik, statistical, synthetic, bibliographic,
instructional, and automated u.;ic printing system is
available at the Ohio State UniVersity. The-computer analysis
of<musiciis.described here, along with a list-of programs'
'available for computer-assisted musicalanalysis. Statistical..
research in music education and the development of a geneal
purpose bibliographic system are considered.

Hultberg, W. Earle, and Mary Lou Bultberg. CAI IN MUSIC. THEORY:
PARADIGMS: POTENTIAL:. PROBLEM. Potsdam, Sew"Yort: State University
of New York, College at Potsdam, Crane School of Music, 1973. 4pp.
Paper presented at the Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate
Curricula, Claremont, California, June 18-20, 1973. ED 081 223.

Computer-assisted instructional programs have been developed ,

At the State University College at, Potsdam, New Yoik, to teach
basic concepts of music theory. The Computer-based Learning
Experiences in Music Fundamentals (CLEF) project has spawned
computer-assisted instruction (CA/) programs which use' an IBM

. 360/30 configuration with 2741 terminals and the Coursewriter,
BLSIC, and APL languages.' CLEF is intended for students at
all, levels of proficiency and provides an opportunity for
flexible, self-directed study. To maximize CAI contributions,
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it will be necessary to overcome the assumptions that CA/ must
be programed instruction (which, additionally, is friendlys
to students), and that the computer is going to replace the
teacher.

Lower, Stephen K. CHEMEX: UNDERSTANDING AND SOLVING PROBLEMS IN
CHEMISTRY. A COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION PROGRAM FOR GENERAL
CHEMISTRY. Burnaby, British Columbia: Simon Fraser University,
Department of Chemistry, 1973. 17pp. ED 081 202.

A brief overview of CHEMEI--a. problem-solving; tutorial style
computer-assisted instructional course--is.provided, and
sample programs are offered. ./n CHM!, students receive
.problems in advance and attempt to solve them tefore moving
through the computer progran, which assists them in overcoming
diffiCulties and serves' -as a review mechanism.

Manwell, Tom. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR INTERACTIVE TEACHING OF
RUSSIAN. FINAL REPORT. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University,
Computer Aided Instruction Laboratory, 1973. 14pp. ED' 082 473.

A computer-assisted instructional system for teaching Russian
to college students is described. It was operational at
Harvard University until September 1971 and then transferred
to the State University of-Yew York at Stony Brook.) Treatment
of second language acquisition, a critique of previous work in
the field, and some remarks on CAI language teaching are
followed by a discussion cf the present system. The course is
non-linear and individualized, allowing students to choose
their own learning paths`... Although the course stresses the.
Russian morphological system, the construction of the computer
program is applicable to other languages and language teaching
specialties.

Osgood, Gilbert W., and others. COMPUTERS IN THE TRAINING OF
EXPERIMENTAL INQUIRY IN PSYCHOLOGY. Paper presented at the Conference
on Conputers in the Undergraduate Curricula, Maremont, California, June.

--18--t20, 19/3. 7pp. ED 082 480..

A program called-Expeirinent Writer (EN) was designed to enable
students to use the ceinputer_to_sample a range of
experimentation situations. EN was-used by .20 students in an
Advanced Experimental Psychology .cours4-):Students performed
two teacher-designed experiments to familiarize themselves
with variability and the logical relation ofexperimental
'design to psychological questions. They next ran each other
as subjects on a teacher-designed experiment and devised an
experiment of their own .dealing with informatiOn and reaction
time. The third phase of the course taught them how to use
EV, thus giving them full control over the compttels.
Following this, they designed an experiment creating files and
block definitions. Evaluation indicated that EN successfully
Int*cduced'students,teexperimental inquiry ,and showed that
student reaction,was favorable.

_-

Roman, Richard Allan, and Nicholas C. Laudato. COMPUTER ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION IN WORD PROBLEMS: RATIONALE AND DESIGN. Pittsburgh,

'I -
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Pennsylvania: UniverAity of Pittsburgh, Learning Research and
Development Center/1974. 46pp. ED 101 688.

A cord Prob e(m Program was set up to teach elementary school`
sttients how to solve arithmetic word problems and to teach
some problem solving skills applicable to nonword problems.
111 instruction is accomplished through a computer program.
Goals cf the program are described along with three basic
instructional decisions and the reasons for them. The
instructional design is detailed, along with samples of
student interaction.

Rubin, Martin L., and others. EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CAI
NETNORK (1973-1975) OF THE LISTER HILL NATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL
COHMUNICATIONS, NATIONAL LIMB/ OF MEDICINE. FINAL REPORT. C9.
ED-75-1. Alexandria, Virginia: Human Resources. Research Organization,
1975. 85pp. ED 115 225.

An evaluation was:made ofIthe biomedical Computer Assisted
Instruction Network Experiment, established by the National
Library of Medicine in 1973 to test the feasibility of sharing
CAI learning materials through a national.computer network.
The evaluation was Oesigned to assist decision makers in
planning a future mechanism for distributing biomedical CA/.
The study focused on the institutions (95 as of October 1974)
and people.who use the network and the contractors who
supplied the CAI library. Data sources included case studies,
user reports, and interviews with hospital and medical school
admtnistrtors, faculty, librarians, computer laboratory staff,
and students. Network usage by program type; py user
institution, and by class of user were analyzed. Also
analyzed were the impact of the network on curricula, faculty,
students, libraries, and media centers, as well as the
cost /benefits. The report includes a roster of the
participants in the network'experiment.

Spencer, Judson, and John P.-Gobetti. COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION AND
PROBLEM SOLVING IN THE TEACHING OF ORAIAIIIGNOSIS., Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University of Michigan, Sthool of Dentistry, 1974. 1Opp. Paper
presented at the American,Educatioual Research Association Meeting,
Chicago, Illinois, April'15-19, 1974. ED 089 677.

_ .
A computer-assisted instructional 0:110 program is being used
at the University of Withigan School of Dentistry to aid in
the teachi=ng of oral diagnosis. The program is designed to
simulate a real life situation--i:e., the diagnosis of patient
illness -- which' mould not be otherwise available to the student
and to demonstrate' the need for correlating a thorough case'.
history with a clinical examination and laboratory tests.

-Field test results show that the program meets student needs
and saves them time; and that they prefer the .CAI mode.

SECTION 3:
0 . ___

PLATO AND TicCir

Anastasio, Ernest J., and Donald I. Alderman.i:'EVATMATION or THE
EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS'OF PLATO AND TICCIT. Princeton, New Jersey:

18
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Educational. Testing Service, 1973. 13pp. ED 088 934.

This evaluation of the Programaed Logic°for AutonatiC Teaching,
Operations (PLATO) and Time-Shared Interactive
9:muter-Controlled Information Television (System) (TICCIT)
p ograms focuses on their costs, performance, and educational

ilr

ffectiveness. The cost component attempts to assess the
conomic effects of each of the systems on the participating
ducational institutions. The technical component monitors

the performance of each of the two systems to discover and
explain strengths, weaknesses, and implications for further
use. The educational component focuses on evalution of the
effet of computer-assisted instruction (CAI)' upon student
performance and behavior; assessment of the impact of the CA/
upon instructors, administrators; and the institution itself;
and appraisal of the potential and effect of the methods used
to produce, operate,.and maintain the course materials.

Broderick, William A. INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEE FLORIDA. PLATO
PROJECT: PROCESS AND-EVALUATION. Tallahassee, Florida: Florida State
University, Center for Educationa Design, 1975. 18pp. Paper presented
at the fleeting of the American Ed cational Research Association,
Washington, D.C., March 307-April 1975. ED 107 242.

The design and evaluation of modules of instruction with the
PLATO IV Computer System for stimulus display and response
recording are described. Steps in the instructional design
process are described as problem identification and task
analysis, identification of entry'characteristics, development
of performance objectives, development of evaluation
instruments, determination of instructional sequence, design
of instructional components, and'production of instructional
Materials. Evaluation is discussed in terms of product
evaluation, process evaluation, and system effectiveness.

Bunderson, C. Victor. TEAM PRODUCTION OF LEARNER-CONTROLLED COUSEWARE:
A PROGRESS REPORT. Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University, Institute
for Computer Uses in Education, 1973. 25pp. Preprint of published
proceedings of the International School of Computer in Education (/SCE),
Summer, 1972. ED 083'804.,

A project developed by the NITRE Corporation and Brigham Young
University (BTU) is developing hardware, software, and
courseware for the TICCIT (Time-Shared, Interactive,
Computer-Controlled Information Television) computer-assisted
instructional system. Four instructional teams at Millare
developing courses in remedial algebra, elementary functions,
remedial English, and freshman English for junior colleges.
Major courseware includes three'levels of student-machine
communication, a modular approach to courseware structure
designed around a taxonomy of instructional variables, and
learner-controlled interfaces between the student And the
system. The courseware seeks to present the required content
to students at a low cost so that they develop content mastery
in an effective manner and also acquire improled learning
strategies, a positive outlook to learning, and greater
responsibility for their own development.
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Ding, William A. A COMPARISON OP THREE COMBINATIONS OF 'TEXT AND
GRAPHICS FOR CONCEPT LEARNING. TECHNICAL REPORT 76-16. San-Diego,

. California; Navy Personnel Research and Developmeat Center, 1975.
23pp. ED 112 936.

Using PLATO, a computer-assisted instructional system, a test
was conducted to see if students respond most favorably to an
instructional package that included no graphic display, still
graphic display, or animated graphic display. Forty-five
students at the Naval Training Center, San Diego, were the
subjects. With the learning of the sine-ratio concept as the
instruCtional objective, three different instructional:
packagei were written, employed, and posttested. Scores
showed that including graphic displays does net iiprove
concepteal comprehension.

a.

Flaff, Vivian, and Paul Handler. COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCT/ON OF-
POPULATION DYNAMICS: 1 A NEW APPROACH TO POPULATION EDUCATION. REPORT
NO.) T -19'. Urbana, Illinois: University-of Illinois, Coordinated
Science Laboratory, 1975. 56pp. ED 113 269.

Available on the University of Illinois PLATO IV Computer
system, the Population Dynamic Group computer-aided
InstruCtion program is described and explained. The
computer-generated visual graphics enable fast and intuitive
understanding of the dynamics of population and of the
concepts and data of population. The basic program is a
population projection model which can forecast the population
of over 120 countries, based on either constant or changing
1970-assumptions about demographic parameters. Other programs'.
in the,,series contribute additional parameters including
economic development, educational development, food demand and
supply, enersy_demand-vlabor force analysis, migration and
erba-nizitiOn, population history, and birth control use.
These materials explain how to use the system; provide
information on - concepts, definitions, and the program
algorithns; and'provide suggestions for the practical
applications of the program.

Lyman,. Elisabeth R. A SUMMARY OF PLATO CURRICULUM AND RESEARCH
MATERIALS. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois, Computer Based
Education Laboratory, 1972. 52pp. ED 066 931.

PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic'Teaching Operations) Is
a computer-based teaching system which was developed in the
Coordinated Science Laboratory at the University of Illinois
to explore the possibilities of automation in individual
instruction. The history of the PLATO program is summarized
here, along with a list of courses which used PLATO during the
academic year 1971-72. Isummary of PLATO materials used by
students in many fields, including accounting, astronomy,
medicine, biology,,,foreign 1 anguages, engineering,
.mathematics, urban planning, and veterinary medicine. A

chronological bibliography of all PLATO publications is also
provided.

,

McDougall, William Donald. COMPUTES- ASSISTED EDUCATION SYSTEM FON
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY. Doctoral Thesis.- Nalden University, Naples,

20
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Florida, 1975. 1S9 pp. ED 110 022.

An approach to the use of computer assisted instruction (CAI)
for teaching psychopharmacology is presented. Using the TUTOR,
programing language on the PLATO IV computer system, several
computer programs were developed to demonstrate the concepts
of aminergic transmitters in the central nervous system. Some
of the advantages and_ disadvantages of TUTOR for such teaching
situations are discussed. A flow chart of a computer lesson
in this field is provided, and alternative methods of
presenting a problem are considered.

Mochovak, William P., and others. THE APPLICATION AND EVALUATION OF
PLATO IV IN AF TECHNICAL TRAINING. Lowry APB, Colorado: Air Force
Hunan Resources Laboratory, Technical Training Division, 1974. 22pp.
ED 096 957.

The Air Force has been plagued with the rising cost of
technical training and has increasingly turned to
computer-assisted instruction (CAI) for better cost
effectiveness. Toward this aim trials of PLATO IV, a CAI
syitem utilizing a graphic display and centered at the
University of Illinois were initiated. At Chanute training
base the trial is based op the development and use of
materials for the Special Purpose Vehicle Naintenance Course.
One lesson involves use of a-battery hydrometer. A secondary
program PIRL (PLATO Indicated Reading Level) is being used to
determine the reading difficulty of developed materials. At
Sheppard training base PLATO IV is being tested on a Physician
Assistant program, initially on those aspects of the program
dealing with respiratory problem's. The PLATO /V program is
expected to depart from the-old course in its emphasis on a

- problem- oriented curricula where the trainee repeatedly solves
medical problems with the computer as a tutor.

Wievergelt, Jurg, and others. ACSES, AN AUTOMATED COMPUTER SCIENCE
'EDUCATION SYSTEM. Urbana, Illinois: Universit/ of Illinois, Department
of Computer Science, 1974. 15pp. ED 097 915.

A project to accommodate the increasing enrollment in'
introductory computer science courses by automating them with
a subsystem on the. PLATO IV Computer-Based Education system at
the University of Illinois was started. ' The subsystem was
intended for supplementary instruction, but was also designed
to be a completely self-contained system for Introductory
computer science educatIon?at remote 'sates. The key
components of the system are: a library of lessons covering
several programing languages, computing- tedhniques, and
application areas; a self-costained interactive program system
for the preparation, execution, and debugging of programs
written by students: a conversation advice-giving and
information retrieval system to guide the student through the
library-of lessons, based on goals and past perfOrmante; and-a-
communication system that allows a student to contact a human
tutor.

O'Neal, Fred. LEARNER CONTROL OF INSTRUCTION: REQUIREMENTS AND
POTENTIALS. Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University, Institute for

'a
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Computer Uses in 2ducation, 1973. 17pp. Paper preneLted at the ADCIS
Conference, Ann Arbor, Michigan, August 9 1973. ED 083 805.

Learner-controlled instruction (LC/) provides a\model for
developing the self-directed 1 arners modern society required.
LCI allims the student to Spec Ify goald, to control
significant resources to *ttain them,, and to choose learning
strategies. It,appears tiat the environment needed to support
this model must rely-heavOy upon computer-assisted,
instruction (CAI) and computer-Jmanaged instruction,(CMI).
Time-shared terminals and/ sophisticated hardware are required,
and. it is necessary to reorganilze content fields for
learner-controlled manipulation . Additionally, research
needs to identify those who are unlikely to succeed in LCI and
to discover how to remedy this roble. The TICCIT system at
Brigham Young University is heir used to field test an LCI
program in which learners contr 1 the pace, sequence, and mode
of instruction, specify the depth and detail of instructional
interaction, and determine access to support facilities and
advice. Evaluation after two years will determine the success
of the system.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE TICCIT PROGRAM. McLean, Virginia: Mitre
Corporation, 1974.- 71pp. ED 089 663.

The MITRE Corporation is disseminating-computer-assisted
instruction (CAI) through a demonstration program funded by
the National Science Foundation. The goal is to show that CAI
can provide improved, cost-effective instruction in community
colleges. Products include: two demonstration systems, each
with 128 student terminals; four-semesters of nath-and English
courses; and a package of authoring and delivery software.
Some innovations of the Time-Shared, Interactive,
Computer-Controlled Information Television (TICCIT) system
are: (1) courseware designed-to produce mastery, improve
learning strategied and student attitudes, and develop-
responsibility; (2) the use of audio and color television
displays; (3) minicomputers to power self-contained systems;
(4) low system cost of approximately $450,000 for one system
or $250,000 for moderate quantities; (5) efficient courseware
production pr6Cedures; and (6) an on-line authoring system
which produces quality CAI.

PLATO ELEMENTARY'READI11 -CURRICULUM. Urbana, /11isois: University of
Illinois, Computer-Based Education Laboratory, 1974. 471pp. ED 105
`377. ,/

The PLATO Elementary Reading Curriculum IPERC) , a
computer -based instructional program, is presented. The aims
of-the PERC staff were ton- _(1) build a complete
computer-based reading curriculum designed to bring students
from illiteracy to literacy; pi design into the curriculum
the possibility for use in a wide range of modes; (3) take
fell advantage of the unique audiovisual capabilities of,the
PLATO /W terminal; and (4) demonstrate the feasibility of PERC
in a variety of public school settings. Although the
long -range 'goal is to' create a complete curricuium.for
kindergarten through grade six, only the beginning reading-

--(kindergarten and part of first grade) sectiom is described in
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thi ' document.

Schuyler, James A. HYPERTEXT TUTOR = HYPERTUTOR. Paper presented at
thq Ass ciation for the Developnent of Comyuter-Based Instructional
Systems/Summer Meeting, Portland, Maine, August 4,5; 1975. 17pp. ED
111 398.

The BYPEPTUTOR incorporates the ideas of. a "hypertext" and the
TUTOR-IV programing language used on the PL1TO-I system. The
HYPERTUTOR is a part of Northwestern University's MULTI-TUTOR
system and allows the transfer of courseware from PLATO to
flop -PLATO systems. This paper outlines the rationale for the
creation of such a system, and gives the background of
MULTI-TUTOR, its systems structure, and its compatibility
problems with PLATO's Tutor. Current,MULTI-TUTOR sites are
listed along with an outline of the clearinghouses for lessons
now being establisbfd at Northwestern. An analysis of current
cost.factors of the RUITI-TUTOB system is included.

VISUAL SEARCH ACTIVITY: A TOOL FOR THE EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF
COMPUTER-ASSISTED READING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS. ANNUAL REPORT.I St.

Louis, Missouri: Washington University, Behavior Research Laboratory,
1975. 17pp. ED 112 362.

Information on six research programs which studied eye
movements during reading and evaluated aspects of
PLATO-displayed reading instructional material is provided in
this report. An analysis of eye movements of "competent".and
"less competent" readers reading for general and detailed +

information-ghoved many differences between them. One of the
findings is that competent readers made fewer saccadic eye
movements per line of print and spent less time on fixation
pauses. In addition, when reading for detail, they did not
change the size of the informational chunk,-taken in "during
each fixation- pause but did increase the amount of time spent
on such fixation pauses. Less competent readers Oecredsed the
informational.chunk taken in per fixation but` did tot change"'
the amount of time spent per fixation. A study. of
,informational chunking which investigated" .the effects of the
wider angular distance of the PLATO display and typed
materials suggests that a-drop in. efficiency of reading speed
is noted when reading these compared to reading a printed book
format.

SECTION 4: RESEARCH VIA CAI

Barr, ivron, and others. THE COMPUTER AS A TUTORIAL LABORATORY: THE
STANFORD HIP PROJECT. Stanford, California: Stanford University,
Institute for Mathematical Studies in Social Science, 1975. Technical
Report Number 260. 79pp. ED. 114 054.

The BASIC Instructional Program (B/P) is an interactive
problem-solving laboratory that offers tutorial assistance,to_
students solving introductory programing problems in the BASIC
language. After a brief review of the rationale and origins
of the BIP'instructional system, the design and implementation
of BIPs curriculum information network are described.

23
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Beard, Marian, and others. THE iBiNOWENENT AND INDIVIDUALIZATION OF
COMPUTER-ASSISTED-INSTRUCTION: FINALREPORT. Stanford, California:
Stanford University, Institute for HaOleSatical Studies in the Social:'

42pp..Sciencee, September 1975. 42pp ED 112 451.
i t

i 1

.Twat methods of teaching foreign language Were examined. In.

the first, the computer stored a profile of the student's
.

previous performance in German vocabulary, and it developed a
strategy to.teacL the student addibiOnal Gersten words. The
second project tested the effectivenest ora.special keyword
association method to axiixe the retention of Spanish and
Rmseian.vocabulary.-. Two other.projects were computer-assisted.
couises in computer programing: Algebraic Interpretive
Dialogue (AID), and BASIC InstructiOnal Program 1BIP). In
both, the computer combines the student's history and the
strpture of the curriculum to construct the optimal teaching

1 \

:strategy.

JBrown, John-S., and others.° A BODELDRIVENQUESTION-ANSWERING SYSTEM
FOR A CAIENVIRONHENT. FINAL REPORT JUL(T 1970 'TO MAY 1972). Lowry
AFB, Colorado: Ait Force Human ResoarcealLabotatory, Technical Training
Division; 1Santa Monica, California: System DeVelopent Corporation,
1973. 63Pp. .ED 077 195'4'

k
.

A question answering systel which,pemits computer-assisted '

.. instruction (CAI) students greater initiative in the variety
of questions they can ask is described. "A CAI system is
described which uses an automation a el,to represent the'

Sting both the automation model and 'semantic network are
piocesses in meteorology. Examples inferencing,technigues

e'

given. A sample session With" the system is in'elsded in the .

appendixes. . 1 -,

Brown, John Seely, and others. SOPHIE: IA SOPHISTICATED INSTRUCTIONAL
ENVIRONMENT. FINAL REPORT FOR PERIOD JANUARY 1974 THROUGH JUNE 1974.
Brooks APB, Texas: Air Force Human Resosrces Laboratory, 1974. 51pp.
ED 107 298.

_ .

The SOPHIE program, which implements mixed initiative
omputer-assisted instruction with!n a simulated electronics
trouble shooting training laborato y interaction, has been
extended in several ways. The laSguage processor now accepts
nonspecific requsts and resolves these from dialoy context. A
help requesting facility has beeniprovided whit will suggest
possible fauits which could explain the symptoms students have
observed. 'The net effect ofsmodifictions is that a dialog is
much more like .a conversation viih a skilled tutor who can
infer what a student means and respond appiopriately. The
program can be accessed through the. ARPA network of computers.

alCollins, Allan. PROCESSES IN ACQUI ;NG KNOWLEDGE. TECHNICAL REPORT NO.
1. Cambridge, Massachusetts: soft' Beranek, and Newman, Inc., 1976.
63pp. To appear 'in R.C. Anderson, D.J. Spiro, and W.E. Montague, es.
SCHOOLING AND THE ACQUISITION OF KAJDWLEDGE. Hilisdalee New Jersey:
Erlbaum, 1976. ED 116 705.

A theory of Socratic tutorial was developed -in the form of.

/
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pattern-actio ruler for a computer program. The rules were
derived from analyses of a variety of tutorial dialogs. The
23 rules were designed to formalize causal knowledge and
reasoning, andthey included such abilities as forming
hypotheses, distinguising between necessari and sufficient
conditions, making uncertain predictions, determining the
reliability and limitations of these predictions, and asking
the right question when'there is not enough information to
sake a prediction.

)

Collins, Allan, and Dario C. Grignetti. INTELLIGENT CAI1. FINAL REPORT
(1 MARCH 1971-31 AUGUST 1975). Cambridge, Massachusetts: 'Bolt, Beranek
and Newman, Inc., 1975. 56pp. ED 114 089.

Intelligent computer-assisted instruction systems are
exemplified bx several tutorial systems including
Tutor-SCHOLAR, Map-SCHOLAS, !MS-SCHOLAR AND SOPHIE. The,
original SCHOLAR program structure made it possible to model
the wayhuman tutors interact with students. Further analyses
of tutoring and teaching strategies led to the development of
Tutor- SCHOLAR. Intelligent computer systems illustrate how a
variety of techniques can be used for tutoring visual
knowledge, procedural knowledge, and diagnostic skills using
natural language.,/

Dansereau, D. R., and others. FACTORS RELATED TO DEVELOPING
INSTRUCTIONAL INFORMATION SEQUENCES: PHASE I. TINAI REPORT. Lowry
APB, Colorado: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Tehnical Training
Division; Forth Worth, Tenis: Texas Christian University, 1974. 81pp.
ED 089 730.

two-phased.research project sought to develop instructional
sequences for computer - assisted- technical training materials
which would reduce-student learning time. In Phase I,
technical concepts embedded in training materials were
subjected to Inscal Multidimensional Scaling to determine
their complexity and relationships. These materials were then
revised. Pictorial analogues of verbal materials avid tests
were developed and the added measures of (1) Cloze
copprehension, (2) Concept Clore Comprehension, (3)
Post-insructional Concept Similarity Ratings were used.
Analysis of performance measures indicated that the Inscil
teciatique aided the definition of information complexity of
technical material, the development of sequences of concepts,
and the creation of an index of inter-rater comsensus.
Parameter values selected for the Phase II experiment
included: (1) determination of presentation rate; (2)

selection of performance measures; (3) refinement of
presentation and test odes;-(4) selection' of three
instructional sequences; and (5) inclusion of individual
difference measures to assess variance in student aptitude.

leurzeig, Wallace, and others. OPTIMIZING THE EFFICIENCY CF COMPUTER
AIDED INSTRUCTION. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. 2992. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., 1975. 5Opp. Available
from National Technical InformationService, Springfield, Virginia
22151 (MC-$0.95, HC-$3,00).
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To minimize training time, an adaptive training model for
optimizing path sequencing in computer-aided instruction vas
developed. The model reduced a course to logical components
or quanta, then plotted the material for possible sequences
and evaluated each component quanta as to importance to
subject assimilation. For inplementation and testing, the
model vas. supplied to a computer programing course offered at
Sheppard Air Force Base. Computet programing was the subject
selected because conceptual quanta of introductory programing
do not have to be rigidly structured; many sequences are
possible. The completed course materials were extensively
evaluated by programing instructors who estimated that
training time had been reduced between 10 and percent.
They felt that 'the principal values of the program mere in its
improved presentation, reduction of instructor time, better
instruction for, slow learners, and use as a refregher course.*

Fisher, Maurice D., and others. STUDENT CONTR6kANDACHOICE: Tana
EFFECT ON STUDENTEMGAGEMENT IN A'CAI ARITHMETIC TASV-IN A LOW-INCOME
SCHOOL.. TECHNICAL REPORT NO:-41. Stanford, California:. Stanford
University, Stanford. Center for Research and DevelCpient in Teaching,
1974 E 71pp...ED.095 829.

A study was made: (1)- to determine whether children allowed'
to choose the difficulty levels of their aritheatic problems
in a computer-assisted instruction tasks would show greater
engagement in learning than children who were not given a
choice, 42) to discover possible patterns in the choices rade,
and (3) to determine the relationship of leCus of control
(LOC) attributions tooengagement in the task .- Among the major
findings were: (1) that the choice group was significantly
higher in engagement, (2) for both groups, ehgagement
decreased significantly over a 15 day period,.s,and (3)

distinctive ch'i-Ice patterns did occur. The findings also
'showed that choldren will choose problems that result in poor
academic performance; if performance in choice situations is
to be improved, training methods that use information about

.children's unique patterns of choices' should be designed.

Fletcher, J. D., and Patrick Suppes. COMPUTER - ASSISTED INSTRUCTION IN
MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE ARTS FOR THE DEAF. FINAL REPORT. Stanford,
California: Stanford University, Institute for Mathematical Studies in
the Social Sciences, 1973. 45pp. ED 084 871.

A three-year project supported research, davelopment and
evaluation of computer-assisted issrnction for heating
impaired or deaf children. Cver ,000 students,. from 15
schools for the deaf in five states participated in the
effort. Although students received CAI in algebra, logic,
computer programing, and obasicEnglish, the skills subjects of
elementary school mathematics and language arts were
emphasized. Experimentation ranged from practical evAnation
studies of the specific curriculums to general, theoretical
studies of the use of language by deaf students.. The project'
demonstrated that CAI can significantl benefit deaf students,

ithat" CAI can support serious research in deaf education, and
that CAI is economically practicable. A general aim of the
project was to initiate large-scale use of CAI in schools for
the deaf, and the available°evidence'indicdtes that this
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objective was successfully achieved.

Friend, Jamesine.' PROGRAMS STUDENTS WRITE. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 257.
Stanford, California: Stanford University, Institute fOr Mathematical
Studies in the Social. Sciences, 1975. 281pp.- ED 112 861.

-_,

To explore'ti problem of designing an automated system for
instruction in programing, and to study the problem-solving
behavior of students, computer program8 written by 40 college
students as part of a CAI course in Algebraic Interpretive
=Dialogue -were analyzed. The self-contained course consisted
of 50 tutorial lessons; the analysis covers prOgrams written
as solutions to 25 programing problens, including 747 problems
containing 7,063 commands. The distribution of datalover
problems and over students is discussed, along' with problem
difficulty and diversity of student solutiOis.

a.

Hansen, Duncan N., and others. THE ANALYSIS ANT'DEVELOPMENT OF AN
ADAPTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL- MODEL(S) FOR INDIVIDUALIZED TECHNICAL TRAINING;
PHASE 1. Brooks AFB, Texas: Air Force Haman Resources,Latoratory,
1973. 114pp. ED 092 174.

Shrinkifig training budgets pose a serious problem to those
confronted with the present and future challenge o.f providing
competent technicians for increasingly technical positions in
a modern Air Force. One solution to this problem has been to
harness, the capabilities ofAhe. computer as an instructional
training device. To be costeffective, computer-based
instliection*must maximize individual student attainment of
training, objectives, vbile simultaneously minimizing training
time and costs. Adaptive 7: structional Models (AIM) can
accomplish training with a inimu expenditure of: student time
and instructional resources.

Kalikow, Daniel N., and'Anil H. Rollins. -INFORMATION PROCESSING MODELS
AND COMPUTEP AIDS FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE. SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING.
Arlington,,Virginia:. Air Force Officeof Scientifi Research;
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Bolt, Beranek and-letman, Inc., 1973. 58pp..

Available from National 24ehniCal Information Service, Springfield,
Virginia 22151 (No. AD-777-175, RC7$3.75, MF-$1.45).

The tasks is to carry out. -the final development of a
computer -based system for automated instruction of the new
'speech sounds of second languages, and to field-test this
system. This report deScribes the first evaluation,emperiment
of the Mark II model of the Automated Prohnnciatioolnstructor
(API). system. Tyo matched groups of students of elementary.
MandarinCinese'Vere studied': /One group was tested and
trained with the

.within the' same
API system; th other was simplytested

_ time frame. De pite the severe limits in the
breadth `of the student sample and in the tine available for
training, an inprovelientvas generally observed. in the Chinese
speech of the studentdexposed to-,the API system.

.,
.

Kevin, Richard C., and Paul G. Liberty, Jr. STUDENTS' PERSONALITY,
ATTITUDE, AND LEARNING STYLE AS PREDICTORS OF PERFORMANCE II Al
UNDERGRADUATE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY COURSE USING COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION.
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- Austin, Texas: University of Texas - Austin, Project C-BE, 1975. 58pp.
ED 115 209.

Students enrolled in an organic chemistry course were given a
'diagnostic inventory according to the SCRAPE model.
Information was obtained on 11 motivational personality
variables and three attitudinal variables for students in both
coaputer-based instruction and regular instruction sections.
In computer-based instruction sections, applied science majors
generally tended to have lower course grades, but had more
favorable attitudes toward the course and the computer.

Kimball, Ralph B. SELF-OPTrNIZING COMPUTER-ASSISTED TUTORING: THEORY
AND PRACTICE. , TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 206. Stanford, California:'
Stanford University, Institute for Mathematicas1 Studies in the Social
Sciences, 1973. 141pp. ED 079 980.

Research constructed a computer-assisted instruction tutor
whiCh could transmit problem-solving heuristics, choose
examples, handle examples from a range of students, and learn
superior student heuristics. Using a student subject model
and tutorial strategy, an experiment was conducted with 284
problems. Students improved 25% of the-solutions and the
'tutor acquired some novel solutions. The research clarified
the definition of a. tutor in CAI, established a methodology
for prOblem solving heuristics defined and supported a model
of how student heuristics change after failure, iiPlemented a
scheme tOr tutor improvement, and combined. he results%of
research in symbolic integration and algebraic simplification
for use in CAI.

King, Anne Trupeott. IMPACT OF COMPUTER-BASO INSTPUCTION ON ATTITUDES
OF STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS: A REVIEW. FINAL REPORT. Brooks APB,
Texas: Air Force Human 'Resources Laboratory, 1975. 33pp. ED 112 872.

1.

To determine whether contact with computer-assisted
instruction leads to feelings of odepersonalizationm and
',dehumanization,' a review was conducted of investigations to
explore attitudes toward various modes of confuter-based
instruction before, during, and after exposure. It is
concluded that computer-based instruction is not a threat to
humanization, and that it can provide opportunities for
increasing effectivenesS and personalizatioo of the
instructor- student relationship.

Koffman, Elliot B., and others. AN INTELLIGENT CAI MONITOR AND
GENERATIVE TUTOR. INTBRIN REPORT. 1 Storrs, Connecticnt:' University of
Connecticut, Department oElectrical Engineering, 1973. 67pp. ED 078
681. .

Design techniques for generative computer-assisted
instructional systems are described. :these systems are
capable of generating problems for students and of 'deriving
and. monitoring solutions. Problem difficulty, instructional
pace, and depth of monitoring are all, individually tailored,'
and parts of the Solution algorithms can be used to analyze
incorrect student responses and to direct remedittion. A
generative CAI system which teaches logic designaind

./0 "
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machine-language piogramipj is discussed. This system covers
material for an int oduc ory electrical engineering course and
is intended,to-supplemeit regular instruction by - providing
practice in pia-blot solving. Also described is a companion
system for teaching laboratory principles in ubich students
learn to construct combinational or sequential logic circuits
using standard integrated circuits. The student's logic
circuit is automatically interfaced to the computer for
testing and the computer aids in debugging the circuit.

Laudato, Nicholas C., and Richard A. Roman. COMPUTER - ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION IN WORD PROBLEMS: DESIGN AND ASSESSMENT. Paper presented
at the American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting,
Washington, D.C., March 30-April 3, 1975. 38pp. ID 111 441.

A computer-based curricular padkage was developed to teach
elementary school students to solve arithmetic word problems
and to teach problem solving skills applicable to situations
not Amvolving word probleis. An information processing model
for solving word problems was used to sequence the problems.
Pilot test results with five students suggested that the
sequence derived from the model was hierarchical, that
students learned from the program, and that they enjoyed the
experience. \

Martin, Thomas H., and others.' A POLICY ASSESSMENT OF PRIORITIES AND
FUNCTIONAL NEEDS FOR THE MILITARY COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
TERMINAL. Los Angeles, California: University of Southern California,
Annenberg School of Coniunications; Marina del Rey, California:
UniverOty of Southern California, Information.. Sciences Institute, 1975.
108ppw: ID 116 672.

A policy study was conducted in four rounds to assess the
anticipated payoff of investment by the Advanced Research
Projects Office. in -.the development of a new. family of

,

terminals,for use by the military in computer-assisted
instruction. Members of thepanel of experts proposed
features, rated them, and reacted to the resulting ratings.
Of the 24 features, those rated.most needed were seen as
likely .to _be in commercial production five to ten years from
now in. a torsi nsable.by the military. Expert generally agreed
thit investments in innovati 'ie pedagoqical.software and in.
innovative course writing are likely to have greater payoff
than an 'investment in_terpinal development. Of 14 software
features,--those rated as most needed were ones for

-.0.particularizing instruction on-line to the course-related
needs of individual students. The report is a thorough
description of.the.tonduct of the study.

ro

McMullen, Davidli. COMPUTEB-ASSISTED VOCABULARY ACQUISITION: A

TERMINOLOGICAL APPROACH.. Stony Spook, New York: State University of
New York, 1973. .41pp. ED 082 135.

A terminologicalfapvroach, constructed around key words in
textual material, exmphasizesvocabulary in the context of
organi2ed frames of referenCe. Thisresearch-uas directed
toward stating a terminological. approach in operational terms
in orderto develop and test procedures for.acquiring
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'vocabulary by computer. Throw-phases are described: (1) the
constriction of a computer programl.for comparing two
acquisition models, (2) the develOpment of a data base4coerse
content) through the use of thObove prodedures,,end (3) the

"evaluation of the approach andacquisitiOn models. in. an
Atiperisental study. A'blocked"Ipreselitation model was compared
with spaced presentation. Results favoring spaced
presentation are discussed it( terns of information encoding,
and performance gains are deiOribed along with suggestions for
improving effectiveness.

Roman, .Richard Allan. TEACHING PROBLEM SOLVING Mir MATHEMATICS BY
COMPUTER: AN INTER U! REPORT(/ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: University of
Pittsburgh; Learning Reseal' and Development Center,-1974. 69pp. ED
101 690.

Al interim ,report tr m the National Science Foundation
describes the FUNCTIONS programan on-going effort to teach
problem solving and/mathematics by computer. Two protlems are
discussed:, How cail math content be taught in a manner which
also develops pr4lem solving skills? Also, how does a
curriculum organized to develop problem solving skills teach
math content?

is
report concludes that both can 'be taught if

math content is structured as a sequence of problems in which
students induce organizational rules from examples. The
report includes a description cf the procedure, thecomputer
programs, =and, the preparation' of math content. According to
this report', 88 percent of students taught this way achieve
course objectives.

Seidel, Robert J., and others. LEARNER CONTROL OP INSTRUCTIONAL
SEQUENCING VITHIN AN ADAPTIVE TUTORIAL CAI ENVIRONMENT. TECHNICAL
REPORT 75-7. Alexandria, Virginia: Homan Resources Research
Organization, 1975. 54pp. ED 111 338.

A study to test the effects of leariei control of the
sequencing of instructional tasks when using computer-assisted
instruction (CAI) systems is described. . Using a series of CAT
modules to teach the COBOL programing language to military
personnel, students were able to control various aspects of
their learning environment. Among the researdh findings were

:_the following: the instructional module vas effective in
teaching the students to program in COBOL; aptitude treatment
interaction studies can be performed in instructionally rich
settings; the set of criteria used to characterized high and
low performers needs to be diverse and analytical; and
self7assessment can make a significant contribution,to
instructional management.

Suppes, Patrick. RESEARCH ON USES OF AUDIO AND NATURAL-LANGUAGE
PROCESSING IN COMPUTER-ASSISTED,INSIRUCTION. ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT
JULY 1, 1974-JUNE 30, 1975. Stanford, California: Stanford University,
Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, 1975. 13pp.
ED 115 312.

This annual report of progress of the Institute for
Mathematical Studies covers four main projects: (1) co:pater
generated speech, (2) complex teaching programs with audio,
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(3) teaching reading with audio, and (4) -speech recognition.
Thirty- seven references to research on'the use of computers
and the teachinq of primary reading are included. A listing
of 15 technical reports issued by the institute during the
reporting term is appended:

Taylor, Susan S. THE EFFECTS OF MASTERY, ADAPTIVE MASTERY,-AND
NON-MASTERY MODELS ON THE LEARNING OF A MATHEMATICAL TASK. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Resources
Association, Washington, March 30-April 3, 1975. 4epp. ED 106
145.

Three learning models (adaptive mastery, typical mastery, and
traditional non-mastery learning models) which employed
different criteria for terminating computer-based practice in
order to determine mastery or non-mastery of arithmetic skills
were compared.. The efficiency of two different sequencing
arrangements (mixed and clustered) of practice items also was
examined. All treatments involved the teaching of basic
arithmetic skills to seventh-grade students. The adaptive
mastery learhing mode/ produced the same high level of
performance on both the posttest and a delayed retention test
as the other two models, but required'less time, fewer
practice items, and minimized overOractice. No significant
differences were found between the clustered and mixed item
arrangements.

Tennyson, Robert D. ADAPTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL FOR CONCEPT
ACQUISITION. Tallahassee, Florida: Florida State University,
Computer-Assisted Instruction Center, 1973. 29pp. ED 073 707.

An adaptive instructional strategy for individualited concept
teaching was developed accordimg.to decision processes that
adjust instructional variables to individual differences and
differential performance,-either before a task in response to
an individual's traits or during a task. An adaptive
instructional strategy is presented for teaching concepts
according to a learner's' error response pattern after an
intermediate evaluation with the instructional sequence.

SECTION 5

APPLICATIONS IN TEACHER TRAINING

Carlson, Darthena, and others. A COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM
FOR ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: University of
Pittsburgh, Learning Research and Development Center, 1074. 85pp. ED
104 667.

The major objective of the Oakleaf Small Computer Project was
Ato individualize elementary mathematics instruction by using a
fully-integrated system of computer-assisted instruction,
evaluation, and class management. The curriculum was based on
IP] Matheatics., The five reports given here provide detailed
accounts of the operation of the systea, student access to the
machine, generation and scoring of testio...recordkeeping
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functions. A study of' the effects of practice at a computer
terminal on the acquisition and retention_ of computational
algorithms is reported.

Cartwright, G. Phillip, and Carol A. Cartwright. TRAINING EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATORS: COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION COURSES IN
DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING. FINAL REPORT (Report So. R61). University
Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State University, Computer
Assisted Distraction Laboratory, January 1974. ED 089 795.

The Computer Assisted Remedial Education (CARE) prOject
developed two_computer-assisted instructional courses to train
educational personnel in the use of diagnostic teaching with
preschool and.primary grade children who exhibit learning
problems. New technology was used to provide insexvice
education for professionals who found it difficult to visit
training centers for special instruction. The course was
successfully delivered-by mobile CAI laboratories to sites-in
Indiana, Georgia, Texas, Illinois,.and Washington, D.C., and
was used in several universities.

Hall, Keith A. CARE: COMPUTER ASSISTED RENEWAL EDUCATION. University
Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University, Computer-Assisted
Instruction Laboratory, 1974. Paper presented at the Shared Educational
Computer Systems (SECOS) Conference, New Paltz, New York, Bay 1974.
14pp. ED 097 903.

CARE (Compter Assisted Renewal Education) is a mobile
computer-assisted instruction program designed to train
educators and inservice teachers in the education and handling
of handicapped children. The program, developed by
Pennsylvania State University and offering college credit, is
carried in an expandable trailer with 16 individual student
terminals. The CARE curriculum offers four basic courses:
early identification of handicapped children, diagnostic and
prescriptive teaching of preschool and primary children (two
courses), and education of visually handicapped children. Two
additional courses are planned for the CARE program add their
development will follow the step-by-step course development
procedures previously established. The results of an
evaluation of CARE indicated that CAI studests scored
significantly higher, in achievement, needed less instruction
time, and appreciated the Program.'

\I

Johnson, Geraldine V. DON'T PROGRAM YOUR WORLDPLAN* IT. Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Plains Regional Conference.of the
International Reading Association,St. Louis, February 20-22, 1975.
epp. ED 108 118:

PLAN is a computer-managed individualized learning program
with two major goals: to provide each child with an
individualized program of studies in the language arts,
mathematics, science, and social studies; and to involve
students in making decisions and assuming responsibility for
their own learning. A computer assists the teacher by scoring
and analyzing tests, recording student progress, Ilibproviding
daily objectives for learning. Teachers spend oJOIRof their
time tutoring and counseling students on a one -to -one basis or
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in small,groups, during which time Teaching Learning Units
(TLU's) are introduced. A TIM states the objective the child
will work toward, lists the materials he or she will use, and
prescribes the activities he or she will perform.

tunetta Vincent-W. CONPUTEr II THE CLASSROOM; A COMPUTER-BASED UNIT IN
TEACHER EDUCATION. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 5. TowecCity, Iowa:-
University of Iowa, Science Education-Center, 1975. 91pp. ED 105 878.

The potential Arse of computers to enhance individualized
instruction is too often neglected in preservice and inservice
teacher education. This report describes some materials to
introduce teachers to computer applications in support of
classroom teaching, including some interactive coaputer-based
modules used at .the University of Iowa. Provided are
descriptions and information on: -(1) staff requirements for
implementation, (2) computer modules, (3) a sample .unit
outline and bibliography for the system, (4) sample program
runs-for selected topics' included in the computer-based
teaching system, and (5) the computer program listings-for the
system--written in BASIC for Hewlett Packard 20001' computers
with the Interactive Dialog Facility (IDF). A paper on
computer use in teaching at- the elementary and secondary level
that may be used for both preservice and inservice training is
also proirided.

. 11cGinley, Pamela R-. E. THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN THE USE OF CONPUTEBS
IN THE CLASSROOM. Paper presented at the.Association for Educational
Data Systems Convention, New Orleans, Louisiana, April 16-19,-1973.
5pp. ED 087 431.

A series' of three courses developed bv the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory is illustrative'of materials designed
to weet/the,needs of teachers and administrators for pre- and
inservice computer science education. These courses can
employ experienced outside consultants, stress use of
conversational language, and provide hands-on experience with
the computei. They were created by the Laboratory's Relevant
Educational Applications for Computer Technology (REACT)
Prograi. The first course is aimed at teachers and
administrators and covers basic computer concepts and uses,
along With their social impact. The second unit is for
teachers and deals primarily-with the instructional functions
of computers, while the final course is,ibtended for
administrators and examines a variety of fundamental
administrative data processing applications.

Sitko, Merrill C., and others. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 'l COMPUTER-ASSISTED
TEACHER TRAINING SYSTEM (CATTS) IN-GENERATING SPECIFIC TEACHER BEHAVIORS
IN A PRESERVICE COLLEGE TEACHING ENVIRONMENT. Paper presented at the
Conference on Research and Technology in College Training, Atlanta,
Georgia, November 1974.1 23pp. ED 111 346.

A prototype computer- assisted teaching training system (CATTS)
was developed to help train special education personnel.
CATTS'is a comprehensive system which produces systematic
observation, real-time analysis, storage, and feedback of
specific observation coding data relevant"to special education
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classroom teacher-pupil interactions. An investigation
demonstrated the relative effectiveness of CATTS instantaneous
(visual) and delayed (printout) feedback in increasing various
cognitive and management behaviors, of preservice
teacher-trainees in a/controlled classroom setting. It was
found that CATTS is a versatile and comprehensive delivery
system which can be applied in many ways to analyse real -tine
process variables within behavior training fields.

Swigger, Kathleen N. AUTOMATED INSTRUCTION OF FLANDERS INTERACTION
ANALYSIS. Iowa City, Iowa: University Of Iowa, College of Education,
1975. Paper presented at the Conferenpe on Computers in the
Undergraduate Curricula, Fort Worth, ,-Texas, June 16:18, 1975. 12pp.
Available flog' Entire Proceddings,/Ted Sjoerdsma, Treasurer, CCUC, 1248
Lindquist Center for MeasureestY/ova City,. Iowa 52242 (110.00; Checks
payable to the University of Iowa). ED 111 357.

Computer-assisted instruction lessons were written for
students enrolled in a methods course in social studies
education at the University/tf Iowa. Lessons provide
instruction in the Flanders Interaction Analysis method which
makes classroom verbal communication more effective. An
interation module was designed to help prospective teachers
examine their,own classroom behavior in terms of factors such
as how much they talk versus student participation in
discussion. Both authoritative and permissive behavior were
explored. An experiment compared the CAI method with
traditional instruction. The results indicated that the CAI
Module proved to be the most effective. .

\

Countermine, Terry A. THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF A TEACHING AND
COURSEWRITIN0 COMPUTER LANGUAGE (MCI.). Doctoral Dissertation.-
Pennsylvania-State University, University Park, Pennsylvania, 1973.
125pp, ED089 794.

DEVELOPMENT OF AUTHOR LANGUAGES

E description is provided of the design and development of an
'author language for computer-assisted instruction. This
Teaching and Course writing Language (TACL) is described as
being easy to learn for newcomers to computers and as
providing efficiency, and time savings in course development
without sacrificing power or flexibility. ,Individual chapters
of the report discuss: (1).general aspects of C1/; (2)
programing languages for,CA/ course design; (3) the computer
science aspects of C1/ author languages; and (4) the
implications of TACT-

Holm, Cheryl, and others. CAISYS-8 -- A CAI LANGUAGE DEVELOPED FOR A
MINICONPOTER. Galveston, Texas: University of Texas, Medical Branch,
1973. ,26pp. ED 077 252.

ti

The University of Texas Medical Branch developed a.,
minicomputer based computer-assisted instruction system which
employed a teacher-oriented software package called CAISYS-8,
copsisting of a highly modularized teaching compiler and
operating system. C1ISYS-8 used instructional quanta which
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generalized the flow of information to and from the student
and encouraged feedback between student and teacher.
Individual accumulator registers recorded student responses
and directed program branching, and teachers were provided
with a completely dichotomous tree structure. The system was
found to be useful because the minicomputer itself was less
expensive than larger computers and less prone to obsolesence
and because the cospiler teaching- language II'S readily
accepted by teachers.

Kheriaty, Larry. REPORT 011 A MINI-COMPUTER BASIC INTERACTIVE COMPUTING
SYSTEM'. Bellingham, Washington: Western Washington State College,
1974. 6pp. ED 093 377.

In spite of the limitations of minicomputers, We tern
Washington State College (WVIC) has developed 'a seful
interactive computing system based on a Model 7/ 2 Interdata
minicomputer and the computer program, PILOT. The major
disadvantages of minicomputers are the difficulty of securing
maintenance and the frequent reliance on the single language,
BASIC, which is ill-suited fo course - authoring for
computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Cost, of course, is the
principle advantage. The system at WIFSC relies on a
multilingual interpreter to, execute programs in a constant
pattern for all languages, once translated into an internal
code of single byte operands and operators. PILOT has
structural simplicity and versatility. Perhaps its best
feature is its ability to call an already compiled BASIC
subroutine. A program was written which can translate
COBRSEVRITER III to PILOT. The experience of VWSC indicates
that a CAI system can be satisfactorily run on a inicomputer-
if there is access to good software.

Kimberlin, D. A. A PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL FOR A COMPUTERIZED
TRAINING SYSTEM. Fort Monmouth, New Jersey: Army Signal Center and
School, Computerized Trainiag System, 1973. 31pp. ED 083 822.

A preliminary instructional eodel suitable for lesson
preparation for a Computerized Training System is described.
Topics include general course architecture, general course
structure, and the training decision process. Guidelines for
the design of the model are presented and information is
provide'd on the adaptation of the model to three levels of
'student performance, thus allowing for a learning environment
sensitive to individual differences. Flom charts are given to
depict graphically the learning contingencies and
instructional strategies addressed in the design of the model.

Mud*, J. C. HUMAN FACTORS /V THE DESIGN, OF A COMPUTER- ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION SYSTEM. TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT. Thesis submitted to the
Department of Computer Science. University of ,North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, 1973. 324pp. ED 082 487.

A research project built an author-controlled
computer-assisted instruction system to study ease -of' -use
factors in student-system, author-system, and prograser-syse
interfaces. 'Development of course material by authors, use by
students, and administrative tasks were integrated into one

33
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system chose nuCleus was a display-based interactive author
language (DIAL). The design permitted 'systematic language
implementation and easy language modification and used a
translator writing-system (TWS) to generate compilers.
Authoring ty teachers required simplicity of the language and
its operational environment. A measured high,level of user
acceptance proved the design to be sound. DIAL was observed
to be a superior language, for machine intrusion was low and
other syntactic improvements were possiblie. An
answer-evaluating technique, called the sieve,was deTised and
a syntactically improved DIAL/2 language derilred. The TVS
helped to implement DIAL and to remediate language weaknesses.

A IMPORT ON PLANIT: ONE STAGE OF COMPLETION. FINAL REPORT. Portland,
Oregon: Northwest RegioniI Educational Laboratory, 1975. 101pp. ED
112 917.

The narrative portion of this report describes the results of
a 'recent Survey of the users of PLANIT, a'computer language
designed to make computer-assisted instruction easier and more
accessible to the user who is inexperienced with computers.
The survey shows that with recent revisions in the system,
user satisfaction has increased, but areas, of user discontent-
still exist. Methods are suggested to make the system sore
effective. Included in the appendix of this document are a
description of the PLANIT system, a discussion of its
potential uses in the field of instruction, and an information
brJchure regarding its availability.

DISTRICT-VIDE EXPERIENCE

Chapin, John D., and others. AN INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM FOR THE SUPPORT OF INDIVIDUALIZED INTRUCTION: A LESSON ON HOW
TO MANAGE COMPUTER MANAGED-INSTRUCTION. Paper presented at the Annual
Meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Washington,
D.C., March-31-April 3, 1975. 7Opp. ED 104 000.

Coepeter-managed instruction should be able to meet student
needs immediately, remove clerical tasks from teachers,
process information at-student-pace demand, and..fit the
prescribed curriculUm. To create such an integrated program
of compatible instruction, curriculum; and information *system,
a Madison, Wisconsin, Public Schools Title III project has
copcentrated on developing management structures in
curriculum, instructional sequence, space allocation, task
allocation, material acquisition, materials:distribution, and
information structure. The overlapping of these areas°
creates, within the constraints of time, oneye4and space, the
ability to individualize student learning.

unn., Alex, and others, eds. COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION PROGRAM. A
THAkE-YEAR REPORT COVERING JULY 1, 1971 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1974.
Rockville, Maryland: Montgomery County Public Schools, 1974. 203pp.
ED 100 361.

The Montgomery County Public Schools Computer Assisted
Instruction Program 1124gan ia.-1-9613, was federally fended for
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its first three years, and since 1971 its activities have been
supported through, local funds and an outside grant covering
the lease of the computer.. During the last three years
validated CAI materials developed during the first phase of
the project were placed in classrooms, and evaluation studies
were undertaken. CAI capabilities were extended to a junior
high school and to a first grade classropm at one elementary
school. The instructional objectives and. Cl/ applications for
each grade level and subject area are described in this
report, as are the evaluation findings and'suggestions for
further research and development. Some comments on possible
future directions for CAI in public schools are also included.

Peckham, Herbert D. COHPUTI!G IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES- -FACT ARV)
FANCY. Gilfoy, California: Gavilan College, 1973. Paper presented at
the Association for Computing Machinery Conference, Atlanta, Georgia,
August 1973. 8pp. ED 084 828.

The best ,way to introduce computers into, the instructional
program of the small community rcalege is to start with an
inexpensive interactive system devoted primarily to campus
instruttional needs and financed by the college itself. This
runs counter to the predominant idea that the optimum
procedure is to begin with remote terminali connected to a'
large computer located elsewhereand to limit the initial
effort to batch processing, but there is good evidence
available to support violating the conventional wisdom.
Analysis of data indicates that, contrary to general belief:
(1)' it is cheaper to operate a small on-site system than to
Pay for remote computing services; (2) the overhead and
operating costs for a small system =are not Oond the means of
a small college; (3) cost is not the chief obstacle to the
implementation of computer-assisted instruction; (4),

government projects offer little help to the community
college;-(5) interactive capabilities are essential; and (6)
CAI research and innovation can be done at the community.
college level, where resistance to.change is often less than
at the large universities.

Perry, Roberty. 1.11C CORPDTES NETWORK. Princeton, Vest Virginia:
Mercer County Board of Education, 1973. 9pp. ED 084 822.

A consortium of small rural school districts in Vest Virginia
was created to sponsor a regional' educational computer
network. The project sought to provide computer science
education for selected students, to complement science and
mathematics instruction through computer-assisted
instructional problem-solving activities, and to aid
administrative services. Seventy-five teachers received
training and participated along with 2000 secondary students.
In general, it was found that the computer performed'
calculations well, relieved students of tedious tasks, aided
evaluations, promoted problem-solving and discovery learning,
improved instruction and motivated students and teachers. All
of the 647 students who took the computer science course
passed at least 80% of the performance objectives and 90% of
them used their skills afterwards. In the math and science
courses, pre- and post-tests of selected units revealed an
improvement of 40% in student performance after five hours of
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CAI instruction. Low ability students using CA/ showed parked

gains in both reading and math, and 'administrative tasks -were
successfully handled by the computer. Thus, it was concluded
that consortia of small Aistricts could justify the empeise.of

a computer network.

a
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Documents with ED numbers listed in this paper may 14 ordered

from: ERIC Document Reproduction ServiCe (EDRS), P.O. Box 190,
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